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UAL t.mutton and related administr,dive arrandementsi :1:;odel ot instruction:II
prom-wiling for ti.:e individual st,glirmt; and curriculum components nt pi-ere1,1ml,
i eadind mathematics, mbtivation, and environirenial (-,41ucation. The develnpment of oilier curriculum components, ov a system for managing instr,iction ny
computer, and of Instructional stratedie,i is needed to mplete the sysL. is,
(,:cintinuing programmatic research is required t provide. a sound trirlivledde
base for the components under development and for improved second denerailori
components, Finally, systematic implementation is esHential so that the prod
.

ucts will function properly in the ICIE schools.
Thu Center plans and carries out Lilo research, developmi.nt, dud auplementation compottc.nts of its ICE program in this sequence: (I identify the
needs arid delimit the component problem area; (2) assess the possible coni

straintslinanUial resources and availability of staff; (3) formulate gemeral
plant; and specitic procedures for solving the problems; (1) secure and allocate human and material resources to carry out the plans; (5) provide for
effective communication amoul personnel and efficient mr-lnaqement of clrtiVi
tios and resources; and (G) evaluate the effectiveness of each actitnty and
its contribution to the total program and c-rrect any difficulties thr:.111 foodOuGh mechanisms and appropriate management techniques:
1, self-renewing system of elementary education is projectod in each

participating elementary school, i.e one which is less dependent on 0!-ite:-n,11
sources for direction and is more responsive to the needs of the children attnnd=
leo each particular school. In the [CE schools, Center-developed and other
curricolurt products compatible with the Center's instructional programing me :el
will lead to nigher student achievement and self-direction in learning and in
nduct and also to higher morale and job satisfaction among educational peranal
Each developmentn1 product makes its unique contribution to IC!: as
it is implemented in the schools. The vario is research components add to tho
knowledge at Center practitioners: developers, and theorists,
0
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,StraCt

Research has shown that a behavior may be ,iicquire.1 through
observing and rtiitating a model. A behavior which has alroady

been acquired riay be inhibited, ,isinhibited, or elicited by observinq and hidtating. A definition of imitation is ijven. and the
effects of imitation on learning and performance are summarized.
Research on factors which affect imitation is reviewed. These
factors Include the characterisitris of the model,the oharicteristics
of the observer, and the conscAuences of the behavior to the model
and to the obiierver. Research on Imitation of cognitive skills,
Subiect matter knowledge, and prosocial behavior is also reviewed.
Finally, techniques are outlined for the use of modeling to facili
tate classroom learning and motivation.

Intl-Auction

'Ii u primar-/ t

subte tt

of a schoul
tor

to tea oh
And

ovurviov.' it is cloor f'.:L tln: in

poten;i0I

for chil.iro:1 in the

Thin raoguiru,

::kfrnonstroting skit

ane weidvating children
to attend to the sut if. ct
to persist
until mastery is ocb'evc.N1 ;:;choo1s ore olso
concerned that clThOren dovo1op a value system
thot.
.luide their behavior now and in the
future. Modeling in an important vehicle for
teaching krfowledge: and skills, motivating
children to learn, and helping them to dovol op

a value system.
Research has shown that a behavior may
ho aoquired through observing and imitating a
model. A behovior which has already beeri
acquired may be inhibited, disinhibited, or
elicited by observing and imitating. Thus,
modeling may be an effective way of facilitation
learning, '-,ringing about desirable behavior,
and controlling undesirable behavior in the
classroom,
The models children observe and imitate
are classified as reoklife, .symbolic, or roprE--soditatisma=1. Parents, teachers, and other
children
is real-life models. Models
presented t children through oral or written
instructions and pictures or through a combina-

tion of words and pictures are called symbolic
models. nooks and group discussion about
exemplary behavior may be used to provide

symbolic models. Models presented by audiovisual means such as television or films are
called representational models. Prom this

Molly types of 1L:Hrning ow hr
on at
-1fut through modeliru. Sub:fbantive
e (1.1.7fItter
,

Milfp7,11.1h,

&17f):

I

I

1969), problem-soivinf;

(1...Tvighliri, Moss,

1969).

1

rc!fi..-q...=

Li ;0 approach t0 problem solving (DetJus, )970;
'rondo N: Kogan ,

J613), pronunciation tif a

foreign language, and psychranntor skills
(Klaus:1-10er & Ripple, 1971) are examplc-s

learning which can he facilitated be modelin
Social behavior is also strongly affected by
modeling. Rusisf-r_ineti to tem H.oLion, -stanciori_is

of excellence,
control of aqgression (Bandura & Walters, 1963) lttitudes (Stotland & Patchen, 1961), and socially appropriate
behavior (Sermon, 1968) have bc-en shown to
change as a function of imitation. MOdeling,
therefore, may be used to teach many skills
and prosocial behaviors.
To use the technique of modeling skillfully,
however, the teacher must understand the nature
of imitative learning and the conditions that in=
crease the likelihood of iMitatiOn. This paper
is intended to assist the teacher in laining
this understandiry by describing the effects
of imitation, the factors affecting imitation,
and the kinds of learning and behavior changes
which have been shown to occur through imitation. The paper also provides suggestions for
using modeling effectively in the classroom.
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HY. of

exriment. L..-inatira an

yo-,le!

tn,,t

rosulls primarily from cowl luitv A sensory

-fir,r or ha!:: hcarl acsoriptions attributing
H.fpipt= tr tho ;t:cdoi fUlander:,,
behavior rroor
ncr,v to the observer, or
it may havo loon Lovieusty learned ait not

Thus, :tation :ray affect

I

events wnroas
the respen!-:e

iron obscr-1-m film-mcdiatri

model whc, exhibited four novel agctresstoe responses accompanied. by 1i
tlnctivo verbalizations. In one con__Wien of thc experiment, the model
wa,S noVereiy punishrH: in a :=;:c
tho model wet-) ,:alerously rewarded

dovorned by

th, 1:.L1d1 u,f

to the ebsorvor. In observational le-ariung,

stimuli from trio iIl

.2ith'21-

B.-111,111ra ui Walter!ii 0963) illustrated the
IL!arnificj anJ porfonuanee
by die fel hav,-ing experiment:

\-Valtor--,

.,ehavior

0.11! PtLICA 1 rosnonses in the obsinver.

fbeso

rot.ponso:5, 111 urn, pro'/i..1
tor o..-ort
responses which Illatch 1,11L' of the 111(k.H1
Stingle , I 960) .

Banduri and Walters (1,)631 .:=3nugoL-itco
that observation of modcds his tfircp,, somewhat
..lifferont eitects, eacn of winch may 1eu.l to
an inci ease in iinitation. (nu effect is for
the observer to match the behavior of Lhe rCjOI
with responses that are new to th.-__7? observer.
This in called a n.L..),.1...da.ii,Af,Ls.j. For thin Le
oecu die model must demonstrate behavior

which is novel to the observer, but which the
observer is capable of Coin
In the expertmont reported above, children observed n
model who performed various aggressivo behavtors which the children had not previouslyexhibited. Subsequently, without roinfOreenunt of any kind, We children demonstrated
the sonic behaviors War...tura 6 'Walters,

with approval ., food reinforrers:
while the third corHition presontoel
tic responso-oonsortuences to the
model.
A poF.-it-exposuro test
of imitative behavior rovealed that
the .iifferontial vicarious reinforcemerit had produrod differential amount r:
of imitative bonavior. Childron in the
loodel-punished condition performod
significantly fewer imit.it-,ve responses
than children in both the modelrovs7ardea and the no-consequences
groups.
Children in all three

J. These are called inhibitory and dininhibitory effects. Inhibition of behavior in
the observer's repertoire is likely to occur

incentives contingent on their reproclucing the model's response.s
the introduction of positive incentivos
completely wiped out the previously
observed performance differences,
revealing an ocluivalent amount of
learnind umonu the children in the
model-rewarded, mcdel-punished,
and the no-response-consequences
conditions. [Pp. 57-58]

sequences or shows a fearful reaction as a
result of a certain behavior. The tendency of
children to be fearful of the same things as
their mothers is explained in this manner.
On the other hand, imitation may result in
the lowering of previously developed inhihiLions. Aggressive behavior is general.cr dinapproved and, to some extent, inhibited.
Observation of a model displaying aggressive
behavior tends to result not only in an expre,s-

groups were Wien] offc-,r.---,.-1 attractive

UbSQrV1,-Vj and mutating a modol may also

strengthen or \veaken inhibitory responses
which the observer already has in his Coper=
tt,

Lho model 1;7; 6uPiectod to painful coo-
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Characteristics rif the Model

Tries

St Ci t Li

!T.-, ....Mich in

el

not-hos in lie.-ao thit

the social status of the

)he teeter in imitative loaening
considerable attention is the
status of the model relative to the learner.
Soveral studios hove f3i-lown that the perceived
status or prostl;:io if tho model is positively

ies-

the i-,t,ttls
In.; to ribin incroaf;o

c-rfu] fl nt in uriLltion,

hovr.

nos FL eel

-)rrolal%bl with the amount of iii it.
shown
by the loarner (Flanders 1968). For example,
Horvey and Rutherford (1960) found that high

St,. tus individuals hod oroator influence on
ornnions of ir oap rnOrTUx:,7 thor
tiLU
intlividunls in ono session, tech subject
indicate his preference for ono of two pictures to hen from u- Motor Art judnineut rest .
soc:onsi t,jssion, the! subject was told the
names of two peoplo who purportedly had
oxpresi5ej opposite preferences from one
another for the two pictures. rheso names
were those of th hicihest onci lowest st,r,us
members of the group as determined by ,--;C-3C10rricAric ratings of leadorship. In on experimental condition the- high status person was
!

repiti-Jonton

f,-;

hi, yung oiosiagri_ieg wan to

suLaccl.'s earlier choice; in the other condition the low status person was represented
as having disogreed. The subject then indicated his choice of picture again. There was
a significant tendency for the, sixth- and
levonth-grade subjects to change their original preference to that of the high status
borson.
Leflzewitz, Bloke), and Mouton (1955)

showed that the strenqt of a disinnibiting

Social Power

A second characteristic of the model which
nos licen shown to affect imitation is the power
or control which thin nod 1 possesses In the
learner's social environment. Social power is
closely reluted to status i nO prestifie but may,

in some cases, be distinct. It is probable)

that ninny people perceviod by the learner on
having high sL,---,LUS do not have bower over
the learner.
Bondura and ieltr (19E33)
social
power as the
to influence the
behavior of others by controlling or mediating
their positive nod rtentivt reinforcements"
(e, 95). Bandurn, Ross, and Ross (1963) set
up two QXporimental social interaction conditioms which established various roles for two
adults who interacted with the child .!-;tibioct.
in the first condition rue adult controlled
positive reinfercers, the second :adult consurnei the reinforcers, and the child was essentiatly ignored. In the second condition, one
controlled p05ititie roinforcors , the child
cons tmtod the reanforcers, nod the sere-:,n1 cicIul

was essentially ignored ''cillov.ung the
social interactions, the two adults oxhibited
u.ifferent behaviors and a measure was taken
of the degree to which each child pciaornod
his behavior after each adult. The Adult who

5

controlled the rewards was imitated to a significantly greater degree than the other adult,
regardless of whether the other adult or the
child was the recipient of the rewards.
Further evidence of the effect of social
power on imitation was provided by Grusec
and Mischel (1966). In this study, preschool
children interacted either with an adult model
who was highly rewarding and would have
future control over them as their ''new nursery
school teacher," or with a nonrewarding model
who would not have future control over them
since she was a "visiting teacher." After this
interaction, the adult modeled various novel
behaviors. To determine how many of these
behaviors had been learned, children were
rewarded for each behavior they could reproduce. The behavior of the model who would
have future control was recalled better than
the behavior of the model who would not have
future control.
These studies suggest that children are
more likely to imitate adults who control their
rewards and punishments.

scale, based on a stru tured family-interaction
task. The child then observed each parent
alternately perform different motor and verbal
responses. Following observation of his parents,
the child was tested for imitative responses in

the parents' absence. The parent high in warmth
was imitated significantly more than the parent
low in warmth.

Thus, noncoraingent affection given to a
child by an adult increases the probability that
the child will imitate that adult.
Summarizing the effects of model characteristics on imita-'ion, Bandura and Walters
(1963) conclude that "models who are rewarding, prestigeful, or competent, who possess
high status, and who have control over rewarding resources are more readily imitated than
are models who lack these qualities" (p. 107).
Since these model characteristics entail actual
or inferred response consequences to the model
or to the observer, Bandura and Walters inferred
that their effect is on performance rather than
acquisition of behaviors.

Characteristics of the Observer
Nurturance
Self-Esteem

A third characteristic of the model affecting the likelihood of imitation is the model's
nurturance toward the learner. Flanders (1968)
described a nurturant relationship as one based
on noncOatinalent exchange of affection rather
than on affection made contingent upon certain
behavior.
Bandura and Huston (1961) predicted that
nurturance would increase amount of imitation
since the model's display of affection would
give him secondary reward properties. To test
this prediction, Bandura and Huston set up
play sessions with an adult model and nursery
school children. For half the children the
model assumed a nurturant, rewarding role
during these sessions; foi the other half she
assumed a cold, nonnurturant role. The children were then asked to perform a discrimination problem, while the model exhibited novel
behaviors such as marching, aggressioa toward
dolls, and verbal responses. The nurturant
model-child relationship led to significantly
greater imitation of the marching and verbal
responses. There was no significant difference in imitation of aggression, since almost
all children imitated this behavior.
The facilitative effect of nurturance on
imitation was also supported by a study (Hetherington & Frankie, 1967) dealing with parentchild relationships and imitation. The mother
and father of each child in the study were
separately rated on a nurturance-hostility
6

As we have seen, characteristics of the
model may have a profound effect on the amount

of imitation that occurs. The characteristics
of the observer may, in turn, also affect imitation. One of the characteristics of the observer
that has been shown to influence modeling is
his self-esteem.
De Chant) a and Rosenbaum (1960) hypoth-

esized that persons with low self-esteem would
show greater conformity in a small-group situation than persons with high self-esteem. This
hypothesis was based on the assumptions that
conformity may be an attempt to gain the favor
of the group and that low self-esteem persons
would be more inclined to seek approval. To
test the hypothesis, De Charms and Rosenbaum
asked naval aviation cadets to identify slides
showing aircraft silhouettes. A light panel in
front of the subject indicated the purported responses of three other subjects to the same

slide. On half of the trials these responses

were unanimously correct; on the other half,
unanimously incorrect. Law self-esteem suLjects showed significantly more matching of
incorrect responses than high self-esteem
subjects.
Further evidence for the negative correlation between self-esteem and imitation was
provided by Ge lfand (1962). This study investigated the effects of self-esteem on the social
suggestibility of fifth-grade children. Children

imitated ;hi re than twice as many of tliL,so

were assigned to high and low esteem groups
on the basis of personality inventory scores.
Children in each group were then exposed
either to consistent success or consistent

failure on a series of fcer tasks. This was

intended to experimentally manipulate selfesteem. Subjects who experienced failure
showed significantly more imitation on a nub
sequent task than subjects who experienced
success. Imitation was not significantly effected, however, by self-esteem as measured
by the personality inventor/.
The studies described above indicate that
the self-esteem of the observer may be inverse
related to the amount of imitation he displays:
In adults en extensive reinforcement history
may have led to a relatively stable level of
self-esteem, while the level of self-esteem
in children may vary markedly as a result of
success or failure on a particular task.

y

Dependency

A s cond characteristic of the observer
which has been shown to affect modeling is
the amount of dependency which he shows:
Dependency may include both help-seeking
and acceptance of suggestions. High-dependent
children accept help even in tasks they can per=
form by themselves. Low-dependent children
hesitate to accept help even in tasks which
arc too difficult for them (jal-,ubezeilz c(11 Walters,
1959).

The relationship between dependency and
imitation was tested in a study by Jakubczak
and Walters (1959). High-dependent and lowdependent groups of nine - year -old children
were formed by taking into account children's
statements of whether they would or would not
accept help on various tasks, combined with
their parents' judgment of whether they could
or could not perform the tasks. Each child
was then exposed to situations in which a
peer and an adult gave judgments contrary to
his judgment. High-dependent children were
significantly more suggestible than low-dependent children, and the effect was much greater
when an adult gave the conflicting judgment
than when a peer gave it.
Similar effects of dependency on imitation
were shown by Ross (1966) for preschool children. Dependency ratings for each child were
obtained from the nursery school staff and
validated by independent observations of the
experimenter. All children were then taught
to run a "post office." During this teach1ng
session, the model also performed many irrelevant behaviors. High-dependent children

irrelevan-. behaviors than knw-,it-q-,erint children.
sometimes
These studies illustr
dramatic difference in the amount of imitation
shown by high- and low-dependent children.
Ross (1960 pointed Out that this increased
imitation Oyes the nicih-dependent child an
advantage when the model shows no irrelevant
behaviers. When behaviors irreleva,a to e
learning task are modeled, however, the ni
dependent child will attempt te ilni to all
behavior and consequently show let,e.t lear'ii,ig.
This, in fact, was the case in the Ross :-=tu l!,
since low-dependent children had Le_et, learning sceree on the et:3st office task itself.

perceived Similarity to Model

A final characteristic of the observer which
may affect amount of imitation is the obsery yr's
perception of his similarity to a model. The
effect of this variable on changes in projudiee
and authoritarianism among female college students was studied by Stotland and Patchen (196i).
All students were given a measure of anti-Negro
prejudice. Four weeks later they read a fabricated case history of a girl named Carol who
was highly prejudiced against minority groups.
For half of the students Carol was very similar
to themselves in objective characteristics; for
the other half of the students Carol's characteristics were quite dissimilar to their own.
Four weeks after reading the case history, the
prejudice scale was readministered. Students
Initially low in amount of prejudice became
significantly more prejudiced when they rent'
the case history of a bigoted model whose
background was quite similar to their own.
When the model's background was dissimilar,

no change occurred. This study suggests that
the child may more readily imitate a model
whom he believes to be like him in some way
than a model who seems quite different from
him.

To summarize, there are several characteristics of observers which enhance the
amount of imitation observed. These eharaeteristies-include the self-esteem and dependency of the learner and the perceived similarity
between the model and the learner.
it should be noted that the model characteristics (status, power, and nurturance) and
learner characteristics (self-esteem, dependency, and similarity to the model) that have
been shown to increase imitation have also
been postulated to contribute to "identification:" The term "identification" is used in
7

psyehedynrrie r " -a. 7r2t-T'r
by which a child develops an attahment to
and generalized imitation of a particular a iult.
Various theories of identification have been
proposed to account for the conditions under
which this imitation occurs, and results of
imitation studies are frequently related to one
©r another of thesc theories, An exeollont
summary of identification theories appears in
ilandura and Walters (1953, pl,. 89- I 061
Consequences of the Behavior

Reinforcement of the Model

Regardless of the characteristics of the
model and of the observer, certain aspects of
the modeling situation itself may increase the
probability that imitation will occur= One of
these aspects is the reward or punishment
which the motel receives when he exhibits
the behavior to be imitated. Numerous studies
have shown that reward of the model results in
increased imitation, and punishment in decreased
imitation. Flanders (1968) suggested that this
effect occurs because the learner assumes "If
I do that I'll get rewarded (or punished) too"
qp. 32C).

Illustrative of the studies which have shown
mot-eased imitation when the model is rewarded
is that of Banclura, Grusec, and Menlove (1967).
Elementary school children were asked to help
"tost'' a bowling game designed for use by both
children and adults. Each child played the
game with an adult model. Both the child and
the adult were instructed that they could take
tokens whenever they felt they had performed
well and that these tokens would be exchanged
for prizes at the end of the game. In each case
the adult model achieved superior performances
and rewarded himself only when he attained a
score of 60 points ce more. With some of the
children, the adult model was praised in the

child's presence for setting high standards of
excellence; with the other children, no praise
WAS given to the adult for setting high si.an-ds. Positive reinforcement of the adult
resulted in significantly higher standards of
excellence by children than nonreinforcement.

Lf R%.,1

;-j

,tion of the`

Reinforcement of the Obser
Ti

c7ond

t11o;I:c!,2olin,j

that may increa: the probd!-ility

will occur in foy.ar.i or piinisnment
the
server
Iniitating a liven htn.e.ner An
rplc
was
Ineheri and
Fernandez
J7 Ii. The subieets in this -peri=
MOM were four= to six-yoar-old
'rho
children wore told that Lik? t.r.<periniohter .vat;

from a company who made man'i thini s for
iron and adults and that she was int,...reL:tou
finding out "which things people )fte
The experimenter then asked aq adult mci_iol to
indicate which item in earn of 12 different iir
of commodities ho Preferred, and the Ma-hi,"2,13L:vv_
sponded with predetermined selections.
ing the model's pert-A-mance, the child was told
it was his Will and was
to clic-K.1,6e one of

each pair of commodities. After the child tad
its preference within each pair, the
entire sot of slides was sho,vn again. This time,
however, he was requested to match the model's
behavior and was told he would receive a token
each time he was correct. When offored a reward
for imitative behavior, child: en offered significantly more matching responses. Thus, direct
reward appears to he an effective technique ter
Increasing the potful-mance of imitative behavior.
Summary

The amount of initation shown by tt child
may be related to the characteristics of the meael
which he observes. More imitation occurs when
the model has high leadership or social status,
controls rewards or punishments to the learner,
or has a nurtorant relationship with the learner.
Learners are more likely Zo imitate a model
when they are low in self-esteem, highly dependent, or see themselves as quite similar to the
model. Finally, imitation is affected by the
consequences of the behavior either to the model
or to the learner. When the behavior is rewarded,
Imitation increases; when it is punished, imitation decreases.

IV
Types of Imitativ

Many studies of imitation have focused
on the modeling of bizarre responses. Recently,
however, several experiments have dealt with
tilt; imitation of behavior resulting in the learning of subject matter or the performance of pro
social responses, The nature of the modeled
behavior in eacn of these experiments will be
described briefly to indicate the potential uses
of imitation in the clasrrc'om. In each of these
experiments, variables wi_re manipulated to
ascertain their effect on amount of imitation.
This review, however, will focus only on the
imitated behavior.
Cognitive Skills and
Subject Matter Learning

Strategies

A study by Laughlin, Moss, and Miller
(1969) indicated that efficient problem-solving
strategies may be communicated through modeling. The problem confronting the child was to
identify an object which the experimenter had
in mind by asking questions which could be
answered "yes" or "no." The task was a modification of the familiar "20 Questions" game.
Prior to playing the game some of the children
observed an adult play the game, while others
played the game without observing an adult.
The adult model employed either a hypothesisscanning strategy consisting of a series of
unrelated specific questions (e.g. , Is it a

dog?"), or a constraint-seeking rategy con-

sisting of a series of questions ea _1 comprehensive enough to include at least two objects

(e.g., "Is it larger than a dog?").

The percentage of constraints used by
children who had observed the constraintseeking model was significantly higher than
children who had not soon a model. Children
who had not seen a model, in turn, used more
constraints than children who had observed a

Behavior

hypothesis-scanning model. This study is
quite relevant to the school situation, since
it indicates that problem-solving strategies
may be taught to children through modeling.
Conceptual Tempo

Research has shown that people tend to
consistently display either slow or f.st decision times in problem situations. The terms
"reflective" and "impulsive" are used to refer,
respectively, to individuals who exhibit slow
or fast decision times, Conceptual tempo is
of special concern in education, since reflection is associated with bettcr reading recognition and inductive reasoni.;,
A study by Yando and ;7,,,,,iari (l 968) indi-

cated that children taught by reflective teachers
may themselves become more reflective. Firstgrade children were administered the Matching
Familiar Figures Test in the fall and spring of
their first year in school. Children who had
been taught by experienced reflective keachers
showed a dramatic increase in response time
from the fall to spring testing, indicating a
more reflective conceptual tempo. Although it
was not possible to determine the exact reason
for the change, Yando and Kagan conjectured
that it was due to a combination of modeling
and reward.
A later study by Debus (1970) confirmed
the effect of modeling on conceptual tempo.
Third-grade children who had an impulsive
conceptual tempo observed sixth-grade models
take the Matching Familiar Figures Test.
Children who observed a reflective model
became significantly more reflective after
this observation.
l nowledjge

Modeling may also facilitate direct substantive learning. Liebert and Fernandez (1969)
9

mance en a tic: that required six= and si.2venyear-ofti children to identify A designated
target state when shown slidQs :iepicting three
U.S. states. Children were given n. viretst,
observed an adult model, then were rowardod
for each of the adult's responses th, could
match. Imitation was inferred since adult
models had sometimes been rewarded for their
correct retionses, and sometimes not rewarded.
Ti1 e. children 's performance was better wholl
model had been rewarded.
A second study showing cognitive learning

through imitation is that of Felker and Mi iril
(11370). The task in this case entaile,.; n;1 lini

and syllabication by fourth-grade stuons,

following a model -provided by their teacher.
These brief reviews indicate that modeling
may have a strong effect on cognitive learning.
Imitation has been shown to be effective in
teaching strategies, changing conceptual tempo,
and communicating substantive knowledge
These kinds of learning outco- .es are important

aspects of the school's curriculum.

Prosocial Behavior

,nociony Appoptiote behavior
Sarason (19

ailing with

effects of

i--A-tavior of Institutionalized
-Subjects ,-)bserve.:.1 syuic if r;:odeling
in whien two ,./ral_itieto students in olinicA I psy cici

°Ay played various roles. The description if
tIle 505 Earns given by Sernsoi: 15 ,is
cli ses.--;ion had a IlcirLiC0I,A1

e c fipplyinq for a jab, resiatiAn
tempt-A..10ns by peers to enr;ngo ir

oti-soci;i1 actS, taking a proLicm to
a teacher or parole (..:ounsekNr, fort!-

guing immediate gratificatiens icc
order to lay the jruuadwur;
significant gratifications in the futur,..,
In each situation, an emphasis Was
placed on the generality of the appropriate behaviors being modeleA ii
order to emphasize their potential
usefulness. An example of one of
these situations is the job intervie-,
scone, in which roles Are pla-ye(1. by
an interviewer and a job 10plic,itht
The dialogue emphasize:-:, ate kinds
of questions an intorviewor might
ask and the various positive coping
responses an intonnev-_,,r; 15 OxpcCto:-.1
to intake
such factors as proper

S-,If-Controi

Bandura and Waiters (1963) report crosscultural comparisons and experimental studies
which suggest that modeling influences the
learning of many aspects of self-control
Some of these aspects include resistance to
,

uPiicatance, 11litneriSMS, honesty.,
and interest are iDcressed. [P. .?60.1
Boys who took part in modeling sessions
showed more change in behavior and attitude
than boys who did not participate. Examples
of behaviors which were rated to determine tho

temptation, standards of excellence, selfdenial and self-indulgence, and control of

effects of modeling are table manners, lying,
and self-control. Thus, modeling appears to
be an effective technique for developing socially

performance.

appropriate behavior.
The studies mentioned above show that
modeling may be employed to foster social
learning as well as cognitive learning. Devol(aping solf-control and learning to cope effectively with social situations are two important
aspects of social development which should
be encouraged by the schools.

aggression.
The effect of modeling on standards of
excellence was noted earlier in the report of
the experiment by Bandura, Grusec, and Men=
love (1967), Children imitated a model who
was reinforced for setting high standards of
excellence, taking tokens only for very good
-

JO

increasing

1,-

livatiou and 1,earning Through Modeling

iote,l
the precu,linI
ti, ns, many
kit-L' :1,-4 behavior may he learned through modeling. Also, behaviors which have --ilready been

learned may be inhibitel, Jisinhibited, or

iinrause of the %%l in tango of beha'---1,,Ts affc2c2t(id by inCHling, it is an r1HC(-Alont
approach t Increasing motivation ,-1 learning
in

sections. Although each procedure implements
several of the instructional guides, emphasis
in each case will be laced on the instructional
guide relat... 1 to modcling="provide
aud symbolic models.

the rlassreem.
Various -tharacteristics of the model, of

Adult -Chief Corferences to
Encourage Independent Readinb

tat: inn_ into aL:coi.int the factors shown to

Adultchild conferences to promote independent reading are held once a week during
school hours for each participating child and

the olJservor, and of the rtiodoiling ituation
affect the amount of imitation which occurs

increa:.,:e imitation, the tenchor may make offocVo
(14 mo+7!lint] W.ChiliqUeS
Tht- section
suggest ,,vays in which learning and tootivotion
fac,:ilitated by providing exemplary
Uthor suggestions for implementing

last about 10 to 15 minutes. A teacher, instruc-

individually Guided Motivation (Khaus-meier,
Frayer, Quilling, 1972), This system is

tional
or volunteer may enduct the conferences, which are held as part c.f the regular
instructional program in
Conferenees
have proved highly successful with children
who previously read little or nothin:3 except
assigned reading.
The objectives of the conferences are to
increase the child's motivation 101- reading, to
encourage him to read independently during and
outside school hours, and to increase his reading speed and comprehension. To attain these
goals the adult conference leader models desirable reading behavior and attitudes, guides
the child's choice of books, helps him set
goals for reading, provides feedback, and
praises the child's efforts and accomplish-

cibles, in turn, serve as the basis for a set
instructionll guides. The= motivational

ments,
Modeling can be effectively used in many
ways during the conference. First, the adult
who is conducting the conference may directly

0011i nil VI?

1_.1

t

1.1

r()(1
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Individually Guided Motivation (IGM)

To az.sist the schools in their tas)k of
teaching subject matter and fostering s'e'lfdirected pro:social behavior, the Wisconsin
R
D (-enter has fonnulated a system of
4c

based on a set of principles about motivation
derived from research and theory. These pithprinciples and related instructional guides
arc outlined in Table 1,
These instructional guides are implemented in four motivational-instructional procedures: (a) adult-child conferences to encourage independent reading, (b) teacherchild conferences for goal setting, (c) guiding
children as tutors, and (d) guiding children
toward self-directed prosocial behavior. These
procediRes
be outlined in the flowing

demonstrate an interest in reading by being
engaged in reading when the child comes in
for a conference, or by starting to read a book,
newspaper, or magaldne as the child leaves
the conference. To .,crease the probability
that the child will irritate the behavior, the
adult might comment that he enjoys reading
and found what he read interesting. This type
of comment indicates to the child that reading
was rewarding to the adult.
11

vational PrinA- los and i-orellary Instructional Guides

1.

tending to a learning task is essential
for initiating :1 learning sequence.

1,

Pfovide real-life and symbolic models.

Observing ,And imitating a model facilitates the initial acquisition of many
behaviors including prosocial behaviors
such as self-control , self-reliance, and
persistence.
Verbalizing prosocial values and behaviors
and reasoning about them provides a conceptual basis for the development Of the
behaviors.

Focus student attention on desired
objectives.

3.

Provide far verbalization and discussion
of prosocial values.

Setting and attaining goals require learning
tasks at an appropriate Jifflculty level;
feelings of success on current learning
tasks heighten motivation for subsequent
tasks feelings of failure' lower inotivalion for subsequent tasks.

Help each student -set and attain goals
related to the school's educational

Acquiring inform ition concerning correct
or appropriate behaviors and correcting
errors are associated with better performance and more favorable attitudes toward
learning tasks.

Provide informative feedback and correction.

Expecting to receive a reward for specified behavior or achievement directs and
sustains attention and effort toward manifesting the behaviors or achievement.
Non-reward after a response tends to
extinguish the response. Expecting to
receive punishment for manifesting undesired behavior may lead to suppression
of the behavior, to avoidance or dislike
of the situation, or to avoidance and dislike of the punisher.

p-oerami.

6.

Ust_ rewards freely at the proper time.

*Reprinted from Klausmeier, Frayer, and Quilling 1972, pp. 39-40).

in many cases, direct modeling of reading
may not be feasible in the context of the conference. Symbolic modeling, however, may
be readily used and can be quite effective.
To use symbolic modeling, the adult might
mention that he often roads books for pleasure.
In commenting on reading, he might mention
particular types of books he likes, times of
the day when he finds time for reading, and
how much he enjoys reading. Detailed comments such as this provide a realistic model

and indicate to the child that independent reading is a rewarding experience.
Other symbolic models may also be used
in reading conferences. Showing a picture of
a possible model reading, informing the child
of the reading behavior of a possible model,
and indicating the values of independent reading to other persons who may serve as models
for the child are ways of usi-ig symbolic modeling. The models selected should either be
similar to the child so that the child feels the
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Teacher.Chnd `,Tonferences for 5001

SettIng

hi tni5 prf.,c(,,lurn,

to -nr
c-n:-;feronees
in .-11 cni1=;n,--e
p-irt (7.1 Ulf!, ro4ular
prolran..
Aftor the :.1-111..rfen Jiir sots p-,%ficiency in w.gil

f ojirre

teacher

steal

n-ithcr than '.vith

teac:hor

;,I ins the ;MOTs instructins...
an opportunity to fl tLii

picKiram cc

hIS

th-it

flip Copictivii,s of -loal-iietting ounfornniii
to incinasci the h:o:iva.tion nf the student in
;,irticuli.: sul)j,.ict
Int , to inererisc. the
Fi,:li-direet.on of the studont by teafil-urr1 tier
tic sit i-niohritic i01] s and ti brinj about
ic.Liinn,,:!.e it in ill,- rillneri ritatter of Lb: qua:
setting It is
expected that stuJents i,vho
to not realistic goals in one subieot
cur

matter '0,111 sot .1011s independently in other
To

age, ew

attain these objectives,

the teacher Applies niotivation,al principles
during the
, onf(irencesfoiiusing
the student's .Atention on obieritivcis;
him in settinA weekly goals; providing food
back about the student's aceornolishmentE and

obal-sottmh accuracy aria praisini the st .1ient's efforts, his attainment of peals, an.I

his occurdc:y in sottliyi goals,
Although the primary instructional qui
inultnylontcd
goal-sr:ttiny conferences
aro focusing attention, qoal setting, proviiiing
fee-JIVich, and reinforcing, modeling may a.SO
play a supporting role. The teacher inicjht
describe Situations in which he has net goals,
worked bar I to attain thorn, and felt a sense
of accomplishment when he reached their
These examples should hell) the child understand what goal setting is and elicit a desire
to work toward Ills peals in order that he, too,
might feel A sense of ace:.implishmont.

The

as ions are 15 to 2 5

for turee-; five !o sin' 'ears

if

iC led.Jer for cider children.
In ts.,i tunring sessioq.s, ti oldc,r bin

.1

tl-se ';.A.s;er child's rra,.--.:ticy of skills
or is
pit lent study
Tutorirtl
1.7';

part of ti-r,
7toitilor
;..,redras in 1 pirticul.,:ir
sulij,-,!ct riciiter
Of the
tutoi1:i .; pru;r-,111. for t±,e rat
ire ji increaso
:11-s level of :.notivoti,.-Du an .l (chieo,-.rr:ont iii
the -!-11:ueet :.c:ter ru is ;
15

tirecioy, in 1nrning, I no titer.; .ttc

S

Sottin J cf,aferencos nave lie iciihly succesri=
ful te improving the pi'rfi)flchl! Oc if chiliren
in ri2.1.411.; in r_ithemitics,

subject s,atters,

'co-.- fi%-2quently,

:o

and praise the vound-r chit
Modeling is in h7lportoni
.

ing.

h- tutor is cle. inough

of tutor-

cc Age to be
pOree-iVe.i ey the yOuh.if.ir child As ninlitar to
hirrisolf, The fact that ho is slil_htly older
and
subwot :utter tf..,1
statu5 ci ti view of the learner.

ac:' tutor is eneon-igod N got a cquaintecl cvtli

tho chili he tutors Ind show chat
likes 11:11
%oncontingent affection such as this, should
increase the amount ccf imitation which ocCUFS
During the tutoring sessions, the tutor
models the skills to ho learned. For example,
thi I lot child nay read aloud a passage from
a book, reading with oxpression, Tho younger
child roads the irmno passage, following the
example of the tutor. The tutor praises tho
chili for lir-Irv-lin-1 with riy,i-,reFisie!,_

thereby increasing ale pmbability that he will
continue showing this behavior. This same
general process Occurs in many situations as
the tutor works with the younger child; the
tutor models a behavior, the younger child
imitates that behavior, and the tutor praises
him for imitating.
In addition to providing ci model for skills
to 110 loarnod, the tutor shows good attitude
Li ward school and interest in the subject rivittor.
Thus, tutoring 'an affect attitudes toward learning as well. as what is learned

Guiding Children 'award
Self- Directed Prosocial Behavior

Guiding Older Children as Tutors
In

rc:viularly setiodutod sossion.s,

tutor ixovides assistance to a child one lo four
years younger than himself. Norimoliy
if intclinediuto ape tutor those of kindergarten-primary ape. However, in an instructional and

rosoareh

10 unit, children who know the
subject matter wil may tutor other children
of about the Some arie who do not knew it as

A teacher or aide regularly conducts conforehoos tbout 211 minutes in length with small.

groups of three to seven children. The conferences are usually held Once a week but may
occur evo=y two worirks. To assure available
Lime an 100C1 conference conditicns, the conferences arn carried out as an integral part of
the instructional program in social studios,
language arts, or seine other curricular area.
uonforences are held throughout the school
13

abeve the age six or
seven participate at some time during the year.
The main purposes of the conferences are
to increase the self-directedness of the children on to encourage presocial behaviors,
Prosocial behaviors are behaviors that are
approved by large segments of our society
contribute to the inAvidual's self-realization As well as to good citizenship. As chitit-en participate in conferences, they rely more
on themselves am! less on adult authorities for
guiding their behavior. When conducting the
c-:onferences, the teachers apply five 310tiVetion t1 principles. reasoning about behavior,
providing exemplary models, helping set goals,

In small group conferences, the teacher
may show a film or filmstrip, tell an anecdote,
or have children read a story as a basis for
discussion and reasoning. For example,
Arnspiger, Brill, and Rucker (1969) have published a series of books on values, dealing
with such topics as respect, honesty, fair
play, responsibility, and dependability.
Problem situations are presented like those
which might be encountered by children, and
possible solutions to the problems are given.

giving 1,-,q--)dback and correction, and reinforcing

The stories discuss situations in school at

desired behaviors. Emphasis is placed on roe
coning abont benavior that Is , helping the
chil-' think about why he behaves in certain
ways and considering the possible consei:uonces
of his behavior for hi_nseIf ad others.
The use of reasoning during the conference
is intimately intertwined with symbolic modeling. In fact, symbolic modeling may be considered ono aspect of reasoning. Bandura and
Walters (1963) describe the relationship in

home, and in the neighborhood; the characters
are from different social backgrounds. Books
like these may provide models with whom the
students will identify and whose behavior they
will subsequently imitate.
In the conference, teachers may discuss
student conduct with the children, guiding
them in thinking of alternative constructive
responses which they could make in given
situations. Emphasis is placed on the rewards
of making particular responses. The descriptions of desirable ways of behaving in particular situations become symbolic models fLi
the children.

vt -,it am: :)11

this way:

[Reasoning includes] descriptions of
the ways in which the child's undesirable behavior may have untoward consequences for othersfor example,
pain, inconvenience, or embarrassmentof which the child may not be
aware. To the extent that the child
has already been conditioned to avoid
producing consequences of these kinds,
the parent's account of the effects that
may result from the child's behavior
If sufficient to deter
may be in
the child from acting in the disapproved way. Reasoning may also
involve explanation of possible motives for the placing of restraints on
the child's behavior by parents or
others, thus forestalling resentment
and intense attempts to modify or
neutralize the behavior of the controlling agent. Moreover, it sometimes includes symbolic modeling in
the form of presenting examples or
detailed instructions of alternative
prosocial modes of response that the
child can adopt when a similar situation arises at a future time. While
focusing on consequences may serve
primarily to inhibit behavior that the
parent desires to forestall, examples
of prosocial behavior and explicit
instructions of how to behave in a
14

brosocial rennet provide standards
by means of which a chili can guide
and evaluate his actions. [P. 1951

Summary of Individually Guided Motivation
Four motivational procedures have been
developed which implement instructional guides
such as helping set goals, providing exemplary
models, giving feedback, and praising accomplishments, The objective of IGM is to increase motivation for learning and self-directed
behavior. Each of the four procedures which
comprise 1GM entails working with an individual
student or small groups of students. In the following sections, ways.of u' -ing modeling with
large groups of children are described. Again,
the intent of modeling is either to increase learning or to encourage prcsocial behavior.
Increasing Learning Through Modeling

Wodtke and Brown (1967) have pointed out

that teaching practices such as the use of lectures, films, science demonstrations, and
audiotapes in the language laboratory all imply
observational learning. As Ross (1966) noted,
these modeling situations should not include
irrelevant behavior since children may imitate
ail behavior, both relevant and irrelevant.
Teachers should also arrange to have the chilGPO d01-173-3

larn-el
their perfamance.
r,"h problem solving ability of children
can b grlatly improved through modeling.
Inste,, r t simply confronting children with
problr s the teacher may demonstrate problem sc..e
In this way, he can model efficient riei:egies an.'_ a reflective conceptual
tempo,

f his eece7eplish7ecelte

a former prisoner described the crimes he had
committed and how he suffered loneliness, reieetion, unemployment, and loss of his home because of them. In choosing speakers, the
teacher might well keep in mind that perceived
similarity increases imitation. Me: bors of a
minority group may be brought into the classroom to speak to children belonging to that
group.
.3yrnbolic models of desired behavior may

Increasing Prosocial Behavior
Through Modeling

The teacher is probably a model for all
children at various times because students
are continually observing the teacher, and
because they see him as having prestige and
controlling thelf re -rds and punishments,
they are very
mitate him. His behavior may serve as a it,one' for social learning as
well as cognitive leaegn,- Because of this
potential for modeling,
teacher should be
c0.vdre of his own social b, :aviorattempting
set a good example or :111 behaviors as
thoughtfulness, self-control, and generosity.
Another type of exemplary model that might
be brought into the classroom is a speaker from
the community. An important aspect of this

speaker's talk might be providing a vivid description of the things he has done and the
rewards and punishments associated with them.
For example, a sports figure might describe
his perseverance through long hours of training
and the recognition which he has received

be provided through books. For example, biographies and autobiographies describe the things
which persons have done and the rewards and
punishments which have resulted. These books

set examples of creativity, courage, steadiestness, and ambition.
Summary

Many kinds of exemplary models may he

provided for children. Teachers, older children,
and members of the community are people whom
students may adreire and imitate. Discussion,
books, and films may furnish symbolic models,

showing the consequences of various behaviors.
In using models, the teacher should be aware
that the children are more likely to imitate
models who have hijh status, control rewards
and punishments, and are perceived as being
similar to themselves. The probability of
imitation is also increased when the model
receives rewards for his behavior and when
the learner himself is rewarded for exhibiting
the behavior.
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